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To attract and provide
funding for the sustainable
development and growth
of the arts, culture and
heritage in South Africa,
actualised through
mutually beneficial
partnerships between
the corporate, public and
cultural sectors focused
on making a positive
difference to the lives of all
South Africans.

To establish a selfsustaining perpetual fund
for the development of
arts, culture and heritage
in South Africa.
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I am very honoured
and thankful to be
the Chairperson of
the Arts & Culture
Trust (ACT).
I extend a warm word of
thanks and admiration to
the outgoing Chairperson,
Brenda Sakellarides; it
is indeed challenging
to fill her shoes.
The work and
commitment she has
shown ACT has not
gone by unnoticed.
In 2008, during a time
of global economic crisis,
the ACT Board engaged
in an introspective review.
Having been in existence
since 1994, ACT had
witnessed, endorsed
and supported a robust
range of activities, the
sum total of which reflect
our growing democracy.
In an attempt to forge
ahead over the next five
years, the ACT Board
rigorously interrogated
the Trust’s position on the
South African funding and
development landscape.
The review affirmed the
importance of efforts
made to increase the
Trust capital and explored
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various possibilities that
took cognisance of the
economic climate.
As we contemplated
2014 and beyond,
once again we found
ourselves in a position
of review and, following
rigorous consultation and
deliberation, the Trust’s
five-year strategy for 2014
to 2018 emerged. At the
same time we were in the
process of developing this
strategy we were already
making bold choices for
the future as evidenced
by the launch of the
ACT | UJ Arts & Culture
Conference presented in
partnership with UJ Arts &
Culture at the University
of Johannesburg. The
Conference provided a vital
platform for discussion
about the state of the arts
under the theme ‘Art of
the Creative Economy’.
The Conference also
attracted support of
non-traditional sponsors,
Santam and the Southern
African Music Rights
Organisation (SAMRO)
Foundation, which enabled
ACT to allocate sponsored
conference registrations.

In addition to these
exciting new partnerships,
ACT partnered with the
Dramatic, Artistic and
Literary Rights Organisation
(DALRO) to present Musical
Theatre Master Classes
and Media24 Books came
on board as sponsor of
the new ACT Lifetime
Achievement Award
for Literature; we look
forward to building strong
ongoing relationships
with these entities.

Whilst we embrace
the new, we also
value the old. ACT
will continue to
provide our partners
with strategic
opportunities
and will continue
to build on our
existing strengths.
With our strong
complement of prominent
Trustees from across the
country and from various
arts genres, the engaging
and rigorous environment
ensures objectivity for
our selection processes.
The ACT office has always
operated with a minimal
staff capacity, which allows

for funding to be allocated
appropriately with a focus
on supporting arts projects.
It is with sadness that
we say goodbye to Gérard
Robinson and to Joseph
Gaylard, both of whom
completed two terms as
Trustees. On behalf of the
Trust, I thank you deeply for
your unwavering support
and for your valuable input
and contribution over the
past few years; you will
always remain part of the
ACT family! To incoming
Trustees Karen Meiring,
Caroline Smart, Zayd Minty
and Maureen Lahoud, a
warm welcome and thank
you for your willingness
to share your time and
expertise to support the
Trust’s endeavours.
MELISSA GOBA
CHAIRPERSON
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“However beautiful
the strategy, you
should occasionally
look at the results.”
»» Winston Churchill

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S REPORT
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Looking at results is in
the very fibre of ACT. Not
only are we interested in
the results achieved by
the projects we support
through our programmes,
we also embrace a culture
of ongoing monitoring
and evaluation of our own
operations. The Trust’s
previous strategy identified
a number of strategic
objectives, which included:
 providing targeted
opportunities for
artists across all
disciplines to create
and develop new work;
 defining the position of,
and growing the ACT
brand, by improving
its visibility through
all communications
and in all media; and
 achieving complete
financial sustainability
by growing the Trust
capital with an additional
R13 million by 2014.
The saying ‘Aim for the
moon; even if you miss

you will land among the
stars’ comes to mind,
especially within the
context of growing an
investment portfolio in a
volatile economic climate.
Since the aforementioned
strategy was developed,
ACT has grown the
investment portfolio with
just under R4 million.
The increase for the year
under review is more
than R450,000. Although
the Trust is unlikely
to achieve its goal of
securing approximately
R13 million by 2014, the
progress should not be
disregarded, especially
taking into account
the global economic
turmoil in recent years.
Not only has ACT
advanced its position to
become a self-sustaining
perpetual Trust fund for
arts and culture but the
organisation has also
enjoyed significant success
by achieving other strategic
objectives aligned with
the Trust’s mission of
attracting and providing
funding for the sustainable
development and growth
of the arts and culture in
South Africa, actualised

through mutually beneficial
partnerships between
the corporate, public and
cultural sectors, focused
on making a positive
difference to the lives of all
South Africans.
In addition to the range
of new partnerships
reported on by ACT’s
Chairperson, ACT has
retained the majority of
its sponsorships since
the development of the
2008 strategy. These
partnerships have enabled
the distribution of funds in
excess of R9 million to arts
and culture projects across
the country since 2008.

More than
R1 million in grants,
scholarships and
award prizes were
allocated during the
year ending
31 March 2013.
These amounts do not
include the cost of other
developmental efforts,
such as master classes,
implemented by the Trust.
An objective of the
previous strategy
was to grow the ACT
brand by improving
its visibility through all

communications and in all
media. The ACT database
has more than doubled.
The Trust is also taking
advantage of social media
platforms and has almost
doubled its members
and followers over the
past year. We have also
enjoyed success with our
PR and publicity efforts.
Return on Investments
(ROI) for all programmes
has consistently increased
over the past few years
with PR value of more
than R3 million for some
of the Trust’s programmes.
Arguably, this signals
successful implementation
of brand awareness. This
is substantiated by the
dramatic increase in the
number of applications
received for support or
for participation in the
Trust’s programmes.
Furthermore, we are
particularly proud of the
Motion of Congratulations
received from the National
Assembly, acknowledging
the annual ACT Awards as a
highlight on South Africa’s
creative calendar.
These results pose an alltoo-familiar challenge; the
rate at which the demand
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WESTERN CAPE

The arts and culture conference is aimed at sharing
information with stakeholders in the creative economy with
a view to developing, inspiring and enabling the sector.

ACT BUILDING BLOCKS PROGRAMME
The aim of the programme is to strengthen the
infrastructure that supports arts, culture and heritage
programming and services. It seeks to strengthen local
organisations through cultural planning, technical
assistance, master classes and other developmental efforts.

ACT SCHOLARSHIPS PROGRAMME

LIMPOPO

NORTHERN CAPE

ACT ARTS & CULTURE CONFERENCE

This programme has been designed to enhance the
continued development of arts and culture in South
Africa and provides support for artistic excellence in
creative production, professional development and
training for the youth in the form of once-off grants.

FREE STATE

MPUMALANGA

The ACT Awards are held annually in recognition and
celebration of excellence in South African arts, culture
and creativity.

ACT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

EASTERN CAPE

REGION

CEO

CRAFT

1997–2014

PIETER JACOBS

COMMUNITY ART

During 2008, the Trust restructured its operations and adopted a
programmatic approach. No disbursements were made during this time.
The data to the left includes Development and Building Blocks Programme
grants and excludes scholarship grants or awards prize money.

ANNUAL ACT AWARDS

1997–2014

streams and nurturing new
sponsor relationships.
I would like to conclude
by thanking our Board
Members for their ongoing
support and counsel
over this past year. It is
their in-depth review and
assessment of the Trust’s
policies and mechanisms
that have given birth to
an exciting new strategy
which the team is looking
forward to rolling out over
the next few years. And
we will do so with Winston
Churchill’s words in mind
and continue to monitor
and assess our progress.

ARTS & CULTURE TRUST DONATIONS

GRANT ALLOCATIONS

ARTS ADMIN
ARTS EDUCATION

1996–2013

At the end of the year
under review, the Trustees
finalised the 2014 – 2018
strategy, which includes:
 positioning the Trust as
a nationally recognised
and respected brand;
 maintaining and growing
a healthy Trust capital;
 increasing relevant
disbursement to
benchmark projects with
tangible impact; and
 positioning the
organisation as a
recognised thought
leader, driving its own
programmes and
development agenda.
A number of tactics to
achieve these strategic
outcomes have been
identified and include,
among others, the
restructuring of the ACT
Development Programme,
the development of a
digital communications
strategy, hosting regional
information sharing and
networking seminars,
strengthening relationships
with major South African
arts and culture networks,
developing intellectual
property and income

GRANTS
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for support increases does
not meet that of the rate at
which funds available for
disbursement increases.
We have taken
cognisance of this in
our new strategy, which
includes a review of the
Trust’s financial model
and that will inform
any required structural
changes and fundraising
tactics, especially with
regard to addressing the
operating deficit.
The Trust’s financial
model (since adopting a
programmatic approach
in 2008) is based upon
the premise that the
investment income
together with management
fees on sponsorships would
cover operational costs.
It is truly a balancing act,
especially after the slow
retreat of foreign donations
in recent years. The level
of activity has increased
substantially and despite
this, operational costs have
increased by a modest
0.4%. The review of the
model will assist the Trust
in setting realistic and
achievable goals.

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

The Scholarships Programme makes grants available for
the costs of undergraduate study in the performing arts at
a leading accredited South African tertiary institution.
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PAST LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD RECIPIENTS:
1998
1999
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

2009

2010

2011
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Percy Baneshik
Es’kia Mphahlele
Joyce Levinsohn
Nofinish Dywili
J .S. Mzilikazi
Khumalo
Sylvia Glasser
Sophie Thoko Mgcina
Esther Mahlangu
Ronnie Govender
D
 avid Koloane
(Visual Arts)
Lynette Marais
(Theatre)
Miriam Makeba
(Music)
D
 avid Goldblatt
(Visual Arts)
John Kani (Theatre)
Joseph Shabalala
Shabalala (Music)
P
 eter Clarke
(Visual Arts)
Gcina Mhlope
(Theatre)
Pops Mahommed
(Music)
M
 makgabo Helen
Sebidi (Visual Arts)
Mannie Manim
(Theatre)
Mimi Coertse (Music)

The ACT Awards
are held annually
in recognition
and celebration of
excellence in South
African arts, culture
and creativity.
The 2012 Awards
Ceremony was presented
in partnership with
SAMRO, DALRO, Vodacom
Foundation, Media24 Books
and Distell Foundation.
The programme was
supported by Business
and Arts South Africa and
Classicfeel magazine.
For fifteen years
the ACT Awards have
recognised and rewarded
outstanding individuals
who have contributed to
education and training
in the arts, created new
audiences and markets
for the arts, enhanced
the quality of artistic
productions through
criticism, managed the
arts efficiently, linked the
arts to durable social and
economic development,
and devoted their lives to
making the arts accessible
to all South Africans.

A salient element of
the ACT Awards is the
presentation of four
Lifetime Achievement
Awards in Visual Arts,
Music, Theatre, and for
the first time in 2012,
a Lifetime Achievement
Award in Literature.
The prestigious ACT
Lifetime Achievement
Awards honour arts
professionals whose
extraordinary careers
have had a profound
and lasting impact
on arts, culture and
heritage and whose
lifetime achievements
have contributed
significantly to the
enrichment of cultural
life in South Africa.
Winners in this
particular category are
selected at the discretion
of the ACT Trustees.
ImpACT Awards for
young professionals in
the disciplines of Music
& Singing, Theatre,
Visual Art and Design
are presented in tandem
with Lifetime Awards and
an independent panel of
judges selects winners.

LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARDS 2012
NADINE GORDIMER
ACT LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
FOR LITERATURE

Writer, author and activist,
Nadine Gordimer, received
the inaugural Lifetime
Achievement Award for
Literature. Gordimer is a
multi-award winning author
born in Springs, East Rand.
One of the highlights in
Gordimer’s career came
when she was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Literature
in 1991. She was the first
South African to win the
award and the first woman
to win in 25 years. Many
of Gordimer’s books were
banned by the apartheid
regime in South Africa; they
were widely read around the
world and served almost as
a testament over the years
to the changing responses to
apartheid in South Africa.
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JONAS GWANGWA

WELCOME MSOMI

ACT LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
FOR MUSIC

ACT LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
FOR THEATRE

Jonas Musa Gwangwa,
acclaimed musician,
composer, musical
arranger and director
received the Lifetime
Achievement Award for
Music. The Soweto-born
Gwangwa is a product
of the turbulent but
musically significant
1950s. He electrified
the famous Sophiatown
music scene and blazed
a fiery trail in South
Africa by establishing and
playing with virtually every
important band of the era,
including the Jazz Epistles,
a group that included such
icons as Kippie Moeketsi,
Abdullah Ibrahim, Johnny
Gertse and Makhaya
Ntshoko. A known
South African freedom
fighter, Gwangwa’s total
commitment to the
struggle to end apartheid
is intrinsic to his music.
An official ‘enemy of the
state’ for many years, he
narrowly escaped death in
1985 when his home was
blown up by South African
security forces.

Welcome Msomi, celebrated
playwright, producer,
director, choreographer and
businessman received the
Lifetime Achievement Award
for Theatre. Having written
his first book at the age
of 15, Msomi has gone on
to make his name in Zulu
literature as well as South
African theatre. He was the
founder of the iZulu Dance
Theatre and Music in 1965
in Durban, South Africa and
in 1979 he established an
extension of the Theatre in
New York City. Msomi has
written and acted in radio
plays, hosted his own radio
show, and composed and
produced songs for all his
musicals under his record
label in association with
EMI-South Africa.
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ANDREW VERSTER
ACT LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
FOR VISUAL ART

Andrew Verster,
internationally acclaimed
South African visual artist,
writer and production
designer received the

He has since participated
in several art exhibitions
including the Artist Proof
Studio Art Exhibition
(2009), 30 Art Works,
Springs Art Gallery and
a Spier Arts Exhibition.
He was a finalist in the
Absa L’Atelier competition,
received a Merit Award
at the Ekurhuleni Art
Awards (2010) and recently
made his international
exhibition debut in a
show in Abu Dhabi.
PHILLIP DIKOTLA
IMPACT AWARD FOR
THEATRE

Lifetime Achievement
Award for Visual Art. Verster
has held over fifty solo
exhibitions and has been
awarded two retrospective
exhibitions organised by
the Durban Art Gallery. He
is also a writer of short
stories, articles and radio
plays. He was winner of
the BBC World Service
Playwriting Competition in
1992 with ‘You May Leave,
The Show Is Over’. He
received the best costume
design at the Fools Awards
in 2003, 2005 and 2006.
In 2004 he received the

best costume design at the
Durban Theatre Awards and
in 2007 he won for best
visual artist.

IMPACT AWARDS
RECIPIENTS
2012
BAMBO SIBIYA
IMPACT AWARD FOR
VISUAL ARTS

Bambo Sibiya, born and
raised in Springs (KwaThema) completed his fine
art studies at the Benoni
Technical College and
the Artist Proof Studio.

The ImpACT Award for
Theatre went to Phillip
Dikotla, a 22-yearold multi-disciplined
performance artist, poet,
comedian and writer who
graduated from The Market
Theatre Laboratory in
2010. He develops plays in
workshop environments,
wrote and performed in
many theatre plays and is
a founding member of Arch
Entertainment. His passion
for stand-up comedy and
improvisation has landed
him appearances on ‘Gare
Dumeli’ (SABC 2) and more
recently ‘Tshisa III’ (SABC 1).

THE MUFFINZ
IMPACT AWARD FOR
MUSIC & SINGING

The Muffinz, an eclectic
soul group, was formed
in 2010 when Mthabisi
Sibanda, Simphiwe Kulla
and Sifiso Buthelezi
met while singing in the
University of Johannesburg
Choir. Karabo Moeketsi and
Gregory Mabusela joined
them in 2011. The Muffinz
then secured a recording
contract with independent
record label, Just Music,
and subsequently an
11-track aural adventure
called ‘Have You Heard?’
was successfully launched
in May 2012.
OZLO SA
IMPACT AWARD FOR
DESIGN

The ImpACT Award for
Design went to Ozlo
South Africa, a fashion
label created by 26-yearold Jabu Mdluli from the
East Rand, Gauteng who
studied graphic design at
The Open Window School
of Visual Communication
(TOW). The Ozlo brand
was established in 2010
and at the beginning of
2012 Mdluli opened an

Ozlo clothing store in the
Maboneng Precinct of
Johannesburg. This proudly
South African clothing
store specialises in local
brands and designers,
and distributes clothing
made by over 20 South
African designers. Vintage
collections and interesting
furniture make shopping
at The Ozlo Store an
unprecedented experience.

IMPACT AWARDS
PANEL OF JUDGES
Winners of the ImpACT
Awards for Young
Professionals were selected
by an independent panel
of judges comprising
respected, independent
arts professionals:

JANET WATTS
Business Manager of Artist
Proof Studio, Programme
Manager of the Arts,
Culture and Heritage
funding programme at
Tshikululu Corporate
Social Investments, and
qualified teacher.
KGA-FELA OA MAGOGODI
Internationally recognised
theatre director, performer,
poet, teacher and lecturer
at Wits University.
PJ SABBAGHA
Award-winning
choreographer, teacher,
artistic director and
founding member of The
Forgotten Angle Theatre
Collaborative.

BRENDA SAKELLARIDES
ACT Ambassador, Director
of Pink Room Productions,
actress, singer, creative
consultant, arts manager
and previous ACT
Chairperson.
GEORGE KA MXADANA
Award-winning conductor,
music director,
instrumentalist and
previous ACT Trustee.
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At the end of
2011 ACT and UJ
Arts & Culture at
the University of
Johannesburg
entered into a
partnership to
present an arts and
culture conference
aimed at sharing
information with
South African
stakeholders
in the creative
economy with a
view to developing,
inspiring and
enabling the sector.
Early in 2012, ACT secured
additional support for the
conference from Santam
and SAMRO Foundation.
Their support enabled the
allocation of sponsored
registrations to 32
practitioners from across
the country. A contribution
from Business and Arts
South Africa enabled
the implementation of
a communications plan,
which included a strategic
partnership with SAfm.
One of the tangible
outcomes of the
conference is the
development of the
SA Arts & Culture
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Listing, an essential
reference for all arts and
culture professionals
and stakeholders.
The Listing was published
in the conference
programme and contains
contact details and
information on arts, culture
and heritage organisations,
facilities and related
companies or institutions
across South Africa.
The inaugural conference
provided the Trust with a
vital opportunity to bring
representatives of more
than 45 arts and culture
role players together
to network and debate
matters of mutual concern.
The two-day conference
also featured the Gerard
de Leeuw (1912 – 1985)
exhibition at the UJ Art
Gallery, curated by Fred
Scott, and Forbidden
Broadway, a musical
produced by UJ Arts &
Culture. The fifth regional
PANSA/NLDTF Festival of
Reading of New Writing
concluded the 2012
conference on the evening
of 26 May 2012.
The conference
programme was devised by
a content team comprising:

TRISH DOWNING
(Content Committee
Chairperson) ACT Trustee,
actress, communications
strategist and arts manager.
BRENDA SAKELLARIDES
ACT Ambassador, Director
of Pink Room Productions,
actress, singer, creative
consultant, arts manager and
previous ACT Chairperson.
MPHO MOLEPO
ACT Trustee, actor, director,
producer and arts manager.

PROGRAMME
SESSION 1:

State of the Nation
SESSION 2:

Landscape of SA’s Creative
Economy
SESSION 3:

State of the Sectors
SESSION 4:

Funding – facts, figures,
future
SESSION 5:

An Inspired, Wired Creative
Economy
SESSION 6:

Art for Art, Art for
Audiences, Art for Sponsors
SESSION 7:

The Way Forward

SESSION 1:
STATE OF THE
NATION
Chaired by passionate
and committed arts
administrator and activist,
André le Roux, the ACT | UJ
Arts & Culture Conference
opening session addressed
national plans and policies
and provided an update on
the Mzansi Golden Economy
strategy. The session
included an overview of
the National Planning
Commission’s plans for
the sector while offering
a continental perspective.
Experienced development
economist and creative
industry specialist, Avril
Joffe, joined the discussion,
which concluded with an
open debate.

SESSION 2:
LANDSCAPE OF SA’S
CREATIVE ECONOMY
Insights and research
into the Landscape of the
Creative Economy were
shared by Avril Joffe and
Business and Arts South
Africa’s CEO, Michelle
Constant, presented key
findings from the recent
Artstrack research and hotoff-the-press United Nations
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SESSION 3:
STATE OF THE
SECTORS
National Arts Festival
Director, Ismail Mahomed,
chaired The State of the
Sectors session, with
presentations by Erica
Elk (Craft), Mpho Molepo
and Themi Venturas
(Theatre), Jay Pather
(Dance), Prof Andries
Oliphant (Literature), Sipho
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Sithole (Music), DAC’s Lindi
Ndebele-Koka (Visual Arts),
NFVF’s Aifheli Makhwanya
(Film) and Mary Corrigall
(Arts Journalism).

SESSION 4:
FUNDING – FACTS,
FIGURES, FUTURE
In a veritable coup, this
session brought together
major funders of the
arts – Dr Katharina von
Ruckteschell-Katte of
the Goethe Institute
represented the European
Union National Institutes for
Culture (EUNIC) members,
and she was joined by the
National Arts Council’s CEO
Monica Newton, Sershan
Naidoo of the National
Lotteries Board, Tshikululu
Social Investment’s Janet
Watts, Pieter Jacobs of
ACT, Standard Bank’s
Mandie van der Spuy
and Nedbank’s Maseda
Ratshikuni. Author of the
Arterial Network’s Funding
Toolkit, Avril Joffe, chaired
this session.

SESSION 5:
AN INSPIRED, WIRED
CREATIVE ECONOMY
‘An Inspired, Wired
Creative Economy’ has

seen maverick creative
thinker and leading
business consultant Mike
Freedman of Freedthinkers
addressing, amongst
others, city regions, not
countries, as creators of
national economies. Prof
Harry Dugmore, Chair
of Media and Mobile
Communications at
Rhodes University, looked
at scenario planning
for the creative sector
reflecting on national
scenarios, the National
Planning Commission and
scenarios in the greater
global context. Steve
Kromberg, the General
Manager of Grocott’s Mail
– South Africa’s oldest
independent newspaper,
looked at the challenges
and opportunities of
the digital frontier and
how this impacts arts
communication and
content origination.

SESSION 6:
ART FOR ART, ART
FOR AUDIENCES, ART
FOR SPONSORS
This session was chaired
by the doyenne of arts
journalism in South
Africa, Adrienne Sichel,

and explored some
inspiring commercial
success stories and the
complexities of managing
that tenuous tripartite
relationship of artist,
audience and sponsor.
Presenters were Mfundi
Vundla (Executive Director
of Morula Pictures), Deon
Opperman (Packed House
Productions) and Brett
Pyper (KKNK).

SESSION 7:
THE WAY FORWARD
Harnessing key
conference findings
and ensuring continuity,
‘The Way Forward’ was
an interactive session
facilitated by Avril
Joffe, Ismail Mahomed
and Monica Newton.
Key arts networks and
organisations were
invited to introduce their
organisations to delegates
and options to improve
information flows between
the genres, and for the
sector to find a channel
to champion its cause
with a common voice,
to ensure its increased
economic participation,
recognition and support
were discussed.

OUTCOMES

the two-day event.
of delegates who
attended the conference
participated in a postconference survey. For
56% of respondents this
was the first arts and
culture conference they
had attended.
 	82% of respondents felt
the conference should
be an annual event; 18%
indicated a biannual
event.
 	31% of respondents
reported that their main
reason for attending
the conference was
to network while 30%
attended for professional
development in the
arts sector and 25%
attended to meet arts
sector leadership.
 29% of respondents
rated their overall
conference experience
as excellent and 50% as
good.
 	71% of respondents
indicated that there
were sufficient
opportunities to interact
and network with
fellow attendees. The
remaining 29% felt that
there were not enough
opportunities.
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Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) research. Extracts
of the UNESCO Convention
on the Protection and
Promotion of Diversity
report was presented
by Christa Rautenbach
and Jerry Mofokeng from
Arterial Network. UJ’s Art
Curator, Annali Dempsey,
explored the ‘disconnect’
between policy and reality
in the visual arts arena.
The session ended with
icon, Dr Mongane Wally
Serote, talking on the
imperative of preserving
our arts and cultural
heritage in the context
of charting a new 21st
century cultural identity.
Dr Serote also chaired this
session and discussion.

 	11%
 32

sponsored
registrations were
awarded nationally.
 	73% of sponsored
delegates were from
Gauteng, 8% from the
Western Cape, 7% from
KwaZulu-Natal, 3% from
the Northern Cape, 3%
from Limpopo, 3% from
Mpumalanga and 3%
from the Northern Cape.
 	63% of sponsored
delegates represented
an arts, culture or
heritage organisation
while the remaining 37%
attended as individual
practitioners.
 	ACT received 144 paid
registrations for the
conference.
 	71% of paying delegates
originated from
Gauteng, 13% from the
Western Cape, 10%
from KwaZulu-Natal, 1%
from Limpopo, 3% from
the Eastern Cape, and
approximately 0.7% from
each of the following
areas: Free State,
Mpumalanga and the
Northern Cape.
 	36 presenters and panel
members participated in

FREE STATE
NORTH-WESTCAPE
MPUMALANGA
LIMPOPO
EASTERN CAPE
NORTHERN CAPE
KWAZULU-NATAL
WESTERN CAPE
GAUTENG

DELEGATES & PRESENTERS
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DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

GRANT RECIPIENTS
2012 – 2013

INNER-CITY HIGH
SCHOOLS DRAMA
FESTIVAL
The Hillbrow Theatre
Project, based in the heart
of Johannesburg, provides
a safe space for learners
to explore complex and
sensitive issues they face
in their daily lives. The
ACT grant was utilised
for the Inner-City High
Schools Drama Festival.
High school learners are
encouraged to express
themselves through the
development of new plays.
All inner-city schools
are invited to participate
in this annual event.
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to tour with this new,
imaginative, cuttingedge work for children
to various schools and
informal settings of the
Western Cape. The grant
from ACT was also utilised
for performances at the
National Arts Festival.
The production went on
to win a Silver Ovation
Award in the Family
Theatre category.

ARTS
INCUBATOR
PROGRAMME
For ten years the Cultural
Development Trust has
delivered a Basic Service
Delivery Programme
which assists young artists
and organisations in
townships and rural areas.
The grant from ACT
supported the development
of organisational and
management structures
and strategies of
community arts groups,
NGOs and cultural
entrepreneurs in the
North West. The aim of
the intervention was to
increase the capacity
and sustainability
of beneficiaries.

ROOM
ROOM is an independent
initiative of the Urbanart
Project, which showcases
the work of and develops
emerging visual artists.
The platform is dedicated
to collaboration, dialogue
and exchange. The ACT
Development grant
was utilised to create
internship opportunities
for four students from Wits
University and University
of Johannesburg.

KITCHEN FABLES
IN A COOKIE JAR
This non-verbal dancetheatre family performance
was created and performed
by Jori Snell. Baba Yaga
Theatre received a grant

ACADEMIC AND
NON-FICTION
AUTHORS
ASSOCIATION OF
SOUTH AFRICA
(ANFASA) WORKSHOPS
ANFASA promotes
the recognition, fair
remuneration, promotion
and protection of the
intellectual property
rights of authors. Authors
receive advice regarding
publishing contracts and
copyright knowledge, which
helps them benefit from
their work. The grant from
ACT supported ANFASA’s
workshops, which aimed
to develop non-fiction and
academic writing in order
to increase the number
of authors of non-fiction
and academic works who

will be able to sustain
productive writing careers.

UBOM! ON PAPER
Paul Greenway has been
the official photographer
for Ubom! Theatre
Company for eight years.
‘UBOM! ON PAPER’ is a
photographic exhibition
that coincided with the
tenth anniversary of Ubom!
This exhibition displayed
a personal endeavour
to photograph theatre
productions and in-studio
portraiture for Ubom!
The ACT Development
grant supported the
exhibition of a collection
of the photographs of
Ubom! productions over
the past eight years at
the 2012 National Arts
Festival in Grahamstown.

ARTS WRITERS
& CRITICS
MENTORSHIP
PROGRAMME
Through the Development
Programme the Trust
supported the South
African Arts Writers &
Critics Association’s
Mentorship Programme
with a grant for the
development of a young
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and the Eastern Cape.
arts writer and critic. The
aspiring writer spent time
under the guidance of a
mentor before and during
the 2012 National Arts
Festival in Grahamstown.

PLAY ME
Play Me is a professional
production that was first
staged at the Market
Theatre and which explores
the present political
landscape looking at
issues of greed, betrayal
and backstabbing. With
support from ACT, young
professional performers
from Alexandra
township were given the
opportunity to perform in
the production. Play Me
formed part of the 2012
Township Tour, which was
implemented as a youth
empowerment initiative
that coincided with the
Alexandra Theatre night.

SHADOW PUPPETRY
COLLABORATION
(POKO
PRODUCTIONS)
POKO Productions,
specialising in Shadow
Puppetry, was awarded
a grant to develop new
work fusing puppetry and
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Bharatanatyams Dance for
the 2012 Diwali Festival. It
culminated in an authentic
Hindi-inspired theatre
piece, celebrating the
triumph of good over evil,
as told through the Sanskrit
epic, ‘The Ramayana’.

percussion and traditional
instruments). Participants
originated from youth
centres in the rural
villages of Ga-Mamabolo
and farm communities
of Haenertsburg and
Magoebaskloof in Limpopo.

DUST: A NOVEL

THE BLACKS OF
CAPE TOWN

Cape Town based writer,
Karen Jennings, focuses
on the settlement of
Springbokfontein (now
Springbok) after 1852 when
the company Phillips and
King set mining operations
in motion. The novel
explores the struggle of
individuals from different
backgrounds who have
found their ways to the
mines. Support from ACT
enabled Jennings’ research
in Namaqualand.

BJATLADI MUSIC
AND ARTS (BYD)
PROGRAMME
The Bjatladi Music and
Arts Programme was
selected for an ACT
grant to support the
development and training
of five emerging musicians
and three ensemble
groups (marimbas,
brass instruments,

The Blacks of Cape Town,
a novel by C.A. Davids, was
nominated for the 2012
UN Literary Award. Support
from ACT was utilised for
the publication of the novel,
which tells the story of
Zara Black, a historian who
finds herself cast away
from home because of
family betrayals which she
has yet to uncover. She
finds herself in ‘exile’ at an
American university where
her life as an academic
and historian continues
during the thrilling
American presidential
elections of 2008.

SELECTIVE
UNVEILING
‘Selective Unveiling’ is a
collaborative exhibition
by Elrie Joubert and
Brian Collier initiated by
the Friends Academy in

New York. The exhibition
explores the different
approaches used when
working with miniature
natural objects as an
exploration of art. The
work is focused on
the influence that the
different environments,
Free State and New York
City, have on adopted
methodologies. The grant
from ACT supported the
South African component
of the exhibition.

MOVING INTO
DANCE MOPHATONG
(MIDM): NATIONAL
OUTREACH
PERFORMANCES
Moving Into Dance
Mophatong celebrated
21 years of its full-time
training programme. As
part of the programme’s
outreach activities MIDM
presented 15 performances
from their repertoire and
the company facilitated
dance and choreography
workshops. Performances
and workshops supported
by the ACT Development
Programme reached
rural areas in Limpopo,
Mpumalanga, Free State,
North West, Northern Cape

GRAHAMSTOWN
FOUNDATION: SA
NATIONAL SCHOOLS
FESTIVALS
Delegates are given the
opportunity to discover
and develop various skills
under the supervision
of professional arts
practitioners, whilst
interacting directly and in
collaboration with fellow
learners from a range
of diverse backgrounds.
Apart from learning new
skills and having a whole
lot of fun while doing it,
these workshops form
an integral part of the
Foundation’s overall Arts
Education programme.
ACT funding subsidised
attendance of youth from
peri-urban and rural areas
of the Free State, Northern
Cape and Mpumalanga.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN
ARTS EDUCATION
PROGRAMME
The South African Arts
Education Programme is
designed to encourage
young learners from
impoverished communities
to express themselves
creatively through different

modes of visual art
including drawing, painting
and sculpture. Support
from ACT enabled the
Outreach Programme to
provide at-risk youth in
the Cape Flats and the
township of Philippi with
safe outlets for creativity
and the opportunity to
develop visual artistic skills
and experience through
weekly extracurricular
workshops. Professional
teachers, volunteers and
members of Philippi’s
artistic community teach
visual art as well as music,
dance, drama, culture,
photography and film.

THE GARDEN BOY
Kasie Amazing Young Artist,
a production company
from KwaZulu-Natal,
received support to develop
and present The Garden
Boy in 2013. This oneman show opened on the
20th of February at the
Catalina Theatre in Durban.
The play tells the story
of the journey of a young
man who lost everything
and who, by working as a
garden boy, reaches great
heights of success. The
grant from ACT supported

the development and
performance phase
of the production.

NATIONAL SCHOOL
OF THE ARTS
The National School of
the Arts is a historically
and culturally rich high
school that was born out
of the amalgamation of
The Johannesburg Art,
Ballet, Drama and Music

School and Hoërskool
Die Kruin, which were
opened in 1969. Art,
dance, drama and music
are the four specialties
of this prestigious fulltime high school on the
ridge in Braamfontein,
Johannesburg. The
Development grant
from ACT assisted the
school with offering
underprivileged learners
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‘Coming Clean’ by
Cassandra Wilmot is a
mixed media installation
that aims to address and
express ambivalent feelings
or notions of loss arising
particularly in the absence
of a comprehensive
narrative or history. The
domestic ritual of washing
is both alluded to and
used as a metaphor to
evoke the precarious state
of loss as experienced by
the bereaved in etchings,
photographic prints and
readymade objects. The
grant from ACT was utilised
during the development
stages and the exhibition
opened in Grahamstown in
February 2013.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN
MZANSI BALLET
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
The South African Mzansi
Ballet Development School
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GRAB THE SHARP
END OF THE KNIFE
This literary project
aimed to explore
women’s leadership and
achievements, focusing
on the women who were
members of Zenzele Clubs
in the 1920s and the
Zenzele Young Women’s
Christian Association
(YWCA) of the 1940s to
date. Through individual
and group interviews and
extensive research into
archives and available
publications, Mango
Tshabangu documents
the achievements of the
South African YWCA in the

INTRODUCTORY
COURSE IN PAPER
CONSERVATION
Photographs, documents,
prints and paintings are
all prey to various kinds
of harm. The science of
conservation deals with
the preservation of such
man-made objects in
order to safeguard their
historical or cultural value
and significance for future
generations. The grant from
ACT enabled Milena Sulik
to put the skills attained to
immediate use and to gain
further proficiency through
practical experience.

KEISKAMMA
DEMO CD
Keiskamma Music Academy
is an established music
outreach programme
in Hamburg, Eastern
Cape. The Academy is
based in a disadvantaged
rural community and
the programme is free
to any student who
shows commitment

and enthusiasm.
Keiskamma celebrated
their achievements and
promoted their talents
with the recording of a
demo CD, supported by
ACT, which was launched
at the National Arts
Festival in Grahamstown.

EASTERN CAPE
FREE STATE
GAUTENG

REGION

fight for democracy. The
grant from ACT supported
the development of a
manuscript from research
already conducted.

KWAZULU-NATAL
LIMPOPO
MPUMALANGA
NORTHERN CAPE

PROPHECY
A group of prominent
emerging young artists from
the Free State curated a
contemporary exhibition,
which travelled to the
National Arts Festival in
Grahamstown. ‘Prophecy’
is a multi–media, visual
arts exhibition focusing
on communication
across borders. The
ACT Development grant
was utilised for printing
brochures, flyers and
posters as well as for
the transportation of
the artworks to and
from Grahamstown.

NEW VOICES
Playscripts from five new
emerging playwrights,
whose work was staged
from 2011 to 2013, were
published by Junkets in
one volume titled New
Voices: plays 2011–2013.

NORTH-WEST
WESTERN CAPE

MUSIC
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY

DISCIPLINE

COMING CLEAN

Programme aims to train
underprivileged youth in
classical dance (ballet) and
to expose them to good
quality performances. The
programme promotes
social growth and exposes
beneficiaries to the
performing arts as a potential
career. The grant from ACT
was utilised for costumes,
transport and the Cecchetti
Society qualification
exam fees of youth
from Melville, Alexandra,
Braamfontein, Sophiatown,
Soweto and Tshwane.

CRAFT
ARTS EDUCATION

GRANT ALLOCATIONS

an opportunity to join the
tour of the school’s drama
and dance departments
to the National Arts
Festival in Grahamstown
by covering costs of their
travel and accommodation.

ARTS ADMIN
LITERATURE
DANCE
VISUAL ARTS
THEATRE

The following plays were
selected for the publication
– ‘Crepuscule’ by
Khayelihle Dom Gumede,
‘Worst of Both Worlds’ by
Bulelani Mabutyana, ‘Bullets
over Bishop Lavis’ by
Christo Davids and Jody
Abrahams, ‘The Beneficiary’

by Sinethemba Twani and
‘iSystem’ by Anele Rusi.

NATIONAL MARIMBA
FESTIVAL
The Marimba Education
Foundation was formed
in 2004 to promote the
playing of the marimba in
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IT AND THE ARTS
TOOLKIT
Over the last few years,
within the arts and culture
sector, there has been a
definite shift towards using
social media and other IT
platforms as marketing
vehicles rather than for
the sharing of artistic
processes and insights
with the general public so
as to keep communities
constantly engaged and
supportive of the arts. ACT
supported the African Arts
Institute’s aim to research
and create an easy-touse online epublication
for free download and
distribution to artists and
arts organisations in need
of a foundation in IT tools to
enhance their effectiveness
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and quality as artists and/or
arts organisations.

BETWEEN
Oskar Brown developed
‘Between’ in collaboration
with multi award-winning
director Geoffrey Hyland and
Fleur du Cap nominated
actor Nicholas Campbell.
‘Between’ was invited to
perform in Berlin and at
the Dublin Gay Theatre
Festival in 2012. The play
was very well received in
Dublin and Berlin and was
nominated for two awards.
The grant from ACT enabled
the staging of ‘Between’
for a local audience at the
Alexander Theatre in Cape
Town from the 26th to the
30th of March 2013.

DANCE MOVEMENT
Dance Movement by
The Wentworth Arts and
Culture Organisation offers
disadvantaged youth,
aspiring dancers and artists
from KwaZulu-Natal a
platform to professionally
develop their dancing and
artistry skills under the
auspices of professional
choreographers and
trainers. The grant from
ACT covered the costs

of transport, venue
hire, the Theatre Dance
Association and Association
of International Dance
Teachers’ exams.

JOHANNESBURG
YOUTH ORCHESTRA
COMPANY (JYOC)
The JYOC provides
individual and group music
training for young learners
as well as teacher training
and capacity development
in the music education
sector to over 600 children
and youth in the greater
Johannesburg area. The
company presents over 30
public concerts annually
and also mentors and trains
student teachers, offering
music skills development
and employment for
young musicians. With
the support from ACT,
the JYOC continued
instrumental training and
created opportunities for
children to be integrated
into one of ten graded
orchestras and ensembles.

TAKE A CHILD TO THE
THEATRE TODAY
Most children in South
Africa do not have access
to theatre. The International

Association of Theatre for
Children and Young People
(ASSITEJ) South Africa,
in collaboration with its
partners and networks,
has launched the ‘Take a
Child to the Theatre Today’
global campaign, which
aimed to engage with
the theatre community,
government departments,
the private sector, and the
general public to advocate
for the value of theatre
in the lives of children
and young people while
also encouraging the
public capable of taking
children to the theatre to
do so. ACT supported the
campaign with a grant
towards marketing, subsidy
of tickets and publicity
materials related to the
events taking place in North
West and two rural areas
in the Western Cape.

BUILDING BLOCKS
PROGRAMME

South Africa, particularly in
under-resourced township
and rural areas. Following
on the success of the 2012
National Marimba Festival,
in 2013 The Marimba
Education Foundation
hosted the eighth National
Marimba Festival for the
first time at the Soweto
Theatre in Gauteng with 490
participants. The grant from
ACT was utilised for publicity.

The ACT Building
Blocks Programme
aims to build the
capacity of South
African arts, culture
and heritage
organisations.
The aim of the Programme
is to strengthen the
infrastructure that supports
arts, culture and heritage
programming and services.
It seeks to strengthen
local organisations
through cultural planning,
technical assistance,
master classes and other
developmental efforts.
During the previous fiscal
year ACT, in partnership
with the Embassy of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands,
developed curricula for
four master classes:
 	Governing Boards for
Arts Organisations
 Marketing in the Arts
 	Leadership in the Arts
 	Monitoring and
Evaluation of
arts projects

class during the year
under review. The master
class was targeted at
representatives of member
organisations of the SAMRO
Stakeholder Hub. A total
of 19 arts administrators,
managers and Board
members attended the
class. A Webber Wentzel
representative was invited
to a panel discussion,
which proved very useful
to participants who were
able to access free legal
advice and a more detailed
explanation of legal
structures and compliance.
Stakeholder Hub member
organisations include:
 Moshito
 Academic and NonFiction Authors
Association of South
Africa (ANFASA)
 	Composers Association
of South Africa (CASA)
 	Music Managers Forum
of South Africa (MMFSA)
 	Arterial Network
South Africa
 Arts & Culture Trust (ACT)

Of the aforementioned
courses, ACT and SAMRO
Foundation partnered
on the presentation of
the ‘Governing Boards
for Arts Organisations’

Participants reported a
better understanding of the
roles and responsibilities of
the Board and management
especially, as well as legal
structures for arts and
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culture organisations. The
course included an in-depth
review of the organisations
represented at the class;
valuable discoveries were
made and participants
were equipped to address
compliance and other
registration challenges.
The class was presented
by industry specialist
Bev Gillespie.
BEV GILLESPIE
Bev Gillespie has worked
with and in a variety of
organisations, mainly (but
not exclusively) with nonprofits, including funder
and research organisations
at managerial level. She
has also served in various
governance positions.
Recently, as a freelancer,
she offers research,
organisation development,
and facilitating change
and mentoring services,
mainly to non-profit and
civil society organisations.
In 2008, Bev was the
South African organiser
for collaboration between
South African and Belgium
artists, which linked her
passion for the social and
artistic sectors. She loves
and supports all manner
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of artistic endeavours, is
a member of the Cape
Friends of Calligraphy
and a mentor to various
young people, from tertiary
students to a group of
young people who craft
letters in stone
Additionally, ACT
partnered with DALRO
on the development and
presentation of a musical
theatre master class.
Teachers, producers
and directors of musicals
for developing performers
and youth were invited
to apply to attend a class
in Johannesburg and
East London. The aim of
the master class is to
equip participants with
information, knowledge
and tools to successfully
put together a musical
from beginning to end, with
good production values,
even on a tight budget.
Participants included
drama teachers from
primary schools, high
schools and community
centres in Johannesburg,
East London and
surrounding areas. More
than 56 participants
developed new skills,

which could immediately
be implemented. Classes
were presented by
musical theatre experts
Anton Luitingh and
Duane Alexander.
ANTON LUITINGH
Anton Luitingh has been
involved in many facets
of the entertainment
industry, working as an
actor, singer, songwriter,
director, musical director,
musician and voice artist.
He obtained his B.Dram
(Hons.) Cum Laude degree
in Drama at the University
of Stellenbosch, where he
garnered several awards.
Shortly after graduation he
received a nomination for a
Fleur du Cap Award in the
category ‘Most Promising
Newcomer’ to the theatre
industry. Since then Anton
has starred in many
mainstream musicals both
locally and internationally,
amongst others, ‘The Rocky
Horror Show’, ‘Grease’, ‘Cats’,
‘Joseph And The Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat’,
‘Showboat’, ‘Jesus Christ
Superstar’, ‘Rent’, ‘Evita’
and ‘Chicago’. Anton has
been seen playing the role
of the Beast in Disney’s

smash Broadway hit musical
‘Beauty and the Beast’ for
which he received a Fleur
du Cap nomination for Best
Performance in a Musical.
Anton is the co-writer,
performer and musical
director for the three-time
Vita and Fleur du Cap Award
nominated show ‘Offbeat
Broadway and Offbeat
Broadway 2,3 & 4’, which
have toured extensively
around the country as well
as internationally.
He is a cofounder of The
Musical Theatre Workshop
(MTW), which offers scholars,
students and upcoming
professionals a platform
that provides them with
practical training in the field
of musical theatre.
DUANE ALEXANDER
Duane Alexander graduated
from the Waterfront Theatre
School in Cape Town, and
went on to perform in
the original South African
production of ‘Cats’, which
toured internationally
for almost three years.
He further performed in
local and international
productions of ‘Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat’, ‘Thoroughly

Modern Millie’, ‘Jesus Christ
Superstar’, ‘Rent’ as Mark
Cohen, ‘Chicago’, ‘Beauty
and the Beast’ and ‘High
School Musical’ to mention
a few. He also has extensive
experience as dance captain
and choreographer, having
worked on most of these
shows in this capacity. He
was the resident director on
the hugely successful 2010
production of ‘Cats’ and was
the resident choreographer
of the 2010 International
Tour of ‘Grease’. Duane
also works as a lecturer
at The Cape Academy of
Performing Arts and does
frequent freelance work on
corporate functions and film
and television productions.
He is a cofounder of MTW.

ACT presents arts
administration
internships on an
ad hoc basis
Internships are
implemented alongside
the Trust’s programmes
when conditions
present development
opportunities for emerging
arts administrators
and when financial and
human resources are
available to effectively
transfer knowledge and
skills. The internships
are designed to offer
young arts administrators
with an opportunity
to develop a range of
practical skills working
closely with the ACT team
on various aspects of
project management.
A rigorous process from
beginning to end ensures
that interns have a realistic
grasp of professional
business practice.
Interviews include a
one-on-one engagement
with ACT representatives
as well as psychometric
testing. Internships are
full-time engagements for
three months and include
a considerable amount of

personal attention from
ACT mentors, ongoing
monitoring, evaluation
and assessment.
The overwhelming
response from candidates
indicates a desperate
need for these kinds
of interventions.
During the year
under review ACT made
three three-month
arts administration
internships available:
NICOLA KRITZINGER
ACT | UJ ARTS & CULTURE
CONFERENCE INTERN

Period: Mid-May to MidAugust 2012
KATLEGO TAUNYANE
ACT BUILDING BLOCKS
PROGRAMME INTERN

Period: Mid-May to MidAugust 2012
TSHIRELETSO OBITSENG
MAHUMA
ACT BUILDING BLOCKS
PROGRAMME INTERN

Period: January to
March 2013
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Robin Hood in a pantomime,
the wicked queen in ‘Snow
White’ and recently the
mistress in ‘Evita’.

SCHOLARSHIPS
PROGRAMME
Sponsored by
DALRO and Nedbank
Arts Affinity, the
ACT Scholarships
Programme is
aimed at learners
in their final year of
secondary education
who wish to pursue
undergraduate
studies in the
performing arts.

Individuals between 18 and
25 who are not considered
to be professional and
who are not registered
for an undergraduate
course during the
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year of participating
are also eligible.
Participants are
required to demonstrate
competence in three
disciplines – acting,
singing and dancing –
with exceptional talent
in at least one. Auditions
for the final round were
hosted in Durban, Cape
Town, Grahamstown,
Port Elizabeth and
Johannesburg. 116
candidates registered
to contend for a
2012 scholarship:
Six finalists were selected

to showcase their talents
in front of a live audience
and an independent panel
of judges. Scholarship
winners are at liberty
to select their preferred
performing arts course
at any accredited South
African tertiary institution.
The 2012 scholarship
finalists included:
CHANTÉL EVANS
Chantél is 20 years old and
originates from the East
Rand. She participated
in a number of musical
festivals, competitions and

theatre productions whilst
completing her secondary
education. She appeared
in ‘Conrad and the Seven
Dwarfs’ and was part of the
creative team that developed
a number of revues
performed at her school.
ALISON HILLSTEAD
This 23-year-old, originally
from East London where
she completed Grade 12
at Stirling High School, is
passionate about musical
theatre and won a number
of singing and acting awards.
Her theatre credits include

AMANDA KUNENE
Amanda is 18 years old and
is in Grade 12 at Danville
Park Girls High School
in Durban. From an early
age Amanda participated
in cultural activities such
as singing in the Danville
Voices choir and the
‘Amagugu Singers’ group.
She also performed in a
number of school musicals
and won the ‘Gateway to
Fame’ competition.
CANDICE MODISELLE
Candice is a Grade 12
learner from McAuley
House in Parktown,
Johannesburg. Candice
is the head of drama at
the school and appeared
in a number of theatre
productions. She received
highest praise for her
acting abilities and was
awarded the McAuley
House Oscar in 2010/2011.

church in KwaZulu-Natal
and has a keen interest in
choreography. He shared
the stage with some of
Durban’s top musicians and
was part of the opening act
for Loyiso Bala as part of
his church band. Rendani
also recently participated
in the ‘Rainbow Young
Performers’ project.
JOHAN NÖTHLING
Johan is 22 years old and
completed his secondary
education at Eldoraigne
High. At a young age he
joined the Jannie van den
Berg Music School where
he received classical
training. He later received
contemporary and
crossover training at Vivace
Music Studio and won
numerous awards for his
singing. He performed lead
roles in ‘Beauty and the
Beast’ and ‘Antjie Somers’,
amongst others.

ADJUDICATION PANEL
 	Popular

music artist, HHP
actress and
Production Manager of
UJ Arts & Culture, Grace
Meadows
Actor, Naledi judge and

 	Presenter,

RENDANI MUFAMADI
This 18-year-old versatile
performer plays the drums,
is a vocalist at his local



writer, Renos Nicos
Spanoudes
 	Artist Manager from
Talent Etc. Jennis
Williamson
 	Musical theatre expert and
director, Anton Luitingh.

SCHOLARSHIP
WINNERS 2012
Two scholarships to the
value of R105,000 each
were awarded to Amanda
Kunene and Chantél Evans.
The final round of the
programme is also
utilised as an opportunity
to explore the world of
presenting. Auditions to be
the MC for the final round
of the programme were
hosted in Johannesburg.
Bongani Nomcweya was
selected and received
much praise for his effort.
Bongani grew up
in Potchefstroom and
matriculated at the
Johannesburg Polytech
Institute in 2009. In 2012
he was completing his
third year at the Tshwane
University of Technology
in the field of Vocal Arts.
Since the programme’s
inception in 2009, ACT,

DALRO and Nedbank
Arts Affinity have made
R630,000 available to
scholarship winners.
Status of winners at
31 March 2013:
2009 Steve Norman
(4th year Drama
at the University
of Cape Town)
2010 Zola Myeza (3rd year
Drama at the University
of Cape Town)
2011 Tankiso Mamabolo
(2nd year Drama
at the University
of Cape Town)
2011 Nomagugu Gumede
(2nd year Drama
at the University of
KwaZulu-Natal)
2012 Amanda Kunene
(1st year Drama at
the University of
KwaZulu-Natal)
2012 Chantél Evans (1st
year Musical Theatre
at Tshwane University
of Technology)
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My responsibility
is to express an
opinion on these
financial statements
based on my audit.
I conducted my audit
in accordance with
International Standards on
Auditing. Those standards
require that I comply with
ethical requirements and
plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable
assurance that the financial
statements are free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves
performing procedures
to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts
and disclosures in the
financial statements.
The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s
judgement, including the
assessment of the risks of
fraud and error. In making
those risk assessments
the auditor considers
internal control relevant
to the entity’s preparation

and fair presentation of
the financial statements
in order to design
audit procedures that
are appropriate in the
circumstances but not for
the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity’s
internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of
accounting policies used
and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates
made by the Trustees,
as well as evaluating the
overall presentation of the
financial statements.
I believe that the audit
evidence I have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for my
audit opinion.

QUALIFIED OPINION
In common with similar
organisations, it is not
feasible for the Trust
to institute accounting
controls over all donations

prior to their initial
entry in the accounting
records. Accordingly it
was impractical for me to
extend my examination
beyond the receipts
actually recorded.

OPINION
In my opinion, except for
any effect on the financial
statements of the matter
referred to in the previous
paragraph, the financial
statements present fairly,
in all material respects,
the financial position of
the Trust as at 31 March
2013, and of its financial
performance and its cash
flows for the year then
ended in accordance
with the International
Financial Reporting
Standard for Small and
Medium-sized Entities.
AL VAN HEERDEN
CA (SA)

INCOME
STATEMENT
INCOME
Donations received

STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION
2013

2012

1,279,138

3,107,084

ASSETS

2013

2012

Non-current assets

Nedbank Affinity products

580,994

685,765

Office equipment, furniture and fittings

29,581

54,823

Investment income

904,763

910,314

Listed investments

13,920,851

11,444,949

Surplus/-deficit on the sale of investments

384,750

–

Current assets

3,149,645

4,703,163

EXPENDITURE

Accounts receivable

–

16,896

Cash and cash equivalents

4,079,446

6,037,155

4,079,446

6,054,051

Total assets

18,029,878

17,553,823

Operating costs

1,765,223

1,795,114

 urplus before projects and
S
programme expenditure

1,384,422

2,944,049

Donations and grants

772,690

2,867,372

ACT Awards

316,610

202,014

Capital funds

2,000,100

2,000,100

ACT Building Blocks

204,692

-94,000

Revaluation surplus

7,420,520

6,633,090

Accumulated surplus

8,393,155

8,770,356

17,813,775

17,403,546

FUNDS EMPLOYED AND LIABILITIES
Funds employed

ACT Conference

253,219

–

Projects written back

0

-9,039

ACT Scholarships

94,412

0

Discretionary fund

120,000

80,000

Accounts payable

103,613

173,192

Operating surplus/-deficit

-377,201

-102,298

Projects and programme expenditure

112,490

-22,915

216,103

150,277

Funds employed and liabilities

18,029,878

17,553,823

Revaluation surplus for the year

787,430

1,084,529

Net surplus for the year

410,229

982,231

Current liabilities

REGISTERED AUDITOR
Note: A full set of audited financial statements
is available from the ACT office on request.
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The Arts & Culture
Trust acknowledges
financial support
from the following
sponsors during the
2011/2012
fiscal year:
NEDBANK LIMITED
Nedbank is a Founding
Trustee of ACT. The
Nedbank Arts Affinity
programme, started in
1994, comprises a suite of
banking products including
credit cards, savings
accounts, current accounts
and the recently launched
investment accounts. When
a client uses any of these
banking products, Nedbank
makes a donation to ACT
on behalf of, and at no cost
to, the client.
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understanding. The
Netherlands was one of
the first donors to take an
active role in culture and
development: “Everyone
has the right freely to
participate in the cultural
life of the community,
to enjoy the arts and
to share in scientific
advancement and its
benefits” (Article 27(1) of
the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights). Under its
Culture and Development
programme, the Embassy
of the Netherlands
supports initiatives that
stimulate the further
development of the cultural
sector and infrastructure
in South Africa.

THE EMBASSY OF
THE KINGDOM OF
THE NETHERLANDS

DRAMATIC,
ARTISTIC AND
LITERARY RIGHTS
ORGANISATION
(DALRO)

The Embassy of
the Kingdom of the
Netherlands is a founding
sponsor of ACT. The
Netherlands has an active
policy of stimulating
international cultural
exchange with the aim
of enhancing mutual

DALRO is a multi-purpose
copyright society that
collects royalties for the
use of copyright-protected
works on behalf of authors
and publishers, which it
then distributes back to
the copyright owner. As
a custodian of copyright

and the protection of
rights holders’ works,
DALRO’s main areas
of administration are
reprographic reproduction
rights (photocopying
from published editions),
public performance rights
(including stage rights for
book musicals and dramas)
and reproduction rights
(whether for publishing or
copying) in works of visual
art. For more information
please visit
www.dalro.co.za

SUN INTERNATIONAL
Sun International is a
Founding Trustee of ACT
and specifically focuses on
the development, operation
and management of hotels,
resorts and casinos. The
group continues to position
itself to take advantage
of opportunities in those
markets where it can
achieve a strong market
position benefiting from
its innovation and depth of
experience.

VODACOM
FOUNDATION
In South Africa Vodacom
established the Vodacom

Foundation in 1999
as the primary vehicle
for implementing the
company’s corporate social
investment initiatives. With
its main focus on education
and health, the Vodacom
Foundation identifies
and supports sustainable
projects that help counter
social deprivation.
These projects provide a
channel through which the
company shares its profits
with the communities in
which it operates. Through
the Vodacom Foundation,
the company is able to
provide a single entry
point to respond to the
various requests for social
development support it
receives on a regular basis.

MEDIA24
BOOKS
Media24 Books is a division
of Media24 and forms part
of the Naspers group of
companies. It comprises
the trade publishers NB
Publishers and Jonathan
Ball Publishers, the schools
publishing group Via Afrika
Education, the higher
education publisher Van
Schaik Publishers and

the book club business
Leserskring/Leisure Books.

SOUTHERN AFRICAN
MUSIC RIGHTS
ORGANISATION
(SAMRO)
Established in 1962, with
the key objective to protect
the intellectual property of
its composer, songwriter
and publisher members,
SAMRO’s primary focus is
to administer the various
music rights of copyright
on behalf of writer and
publisher members. The
collecting society, as it is
known, is mainly concerned
with the collection of
licence fees for the use of
its members’ musical works
by various music users, the
distribution of royalties to
these members, and the
promotion of copyright law.
For more information, visit
www.samro.org.za

DISTELL
FOUNDATION
Distell, one of South
Africa’s premier producers
of fine wines, spirits and
ready-to-drink alcoholic
beverages, has actively
been supporting the
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arts for more than forty
years. Ongoing support
is given to a broad
range of creative arts
development projects that
build economic growth,
artistic talent, create jobs
and enhance excellence
in the sector. For more
information please visit
www.distell.co.za

BUSINESS
AND ARTS
SOUTH AFRICA
Business and Arts
South Africa is an
internationally recognised
development agency
which incorporates the
arts into and contributes
to the commercial
success of corporates.
With a suite of integrated
programmes, Business
and Arts South Africa
encourages mutually
beneficial partnerships
between business and
the arts in order to grow
shared value. Business
and Arts South Africa
was founded in 1997
as a joint initiative of
government (Department
of Arts and Culture) and
the business sector, as a
public/private partnership.
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SANTAM
Santam is the
market leader in the
general insurance
industry in Southern
Africa. They are a large,
diversified, expanding and
transforming company
and whilst based in South
Africa, they are rapidly
moving into a number of
emerging markets, both
in Africa and Asia. Their
success is rooted in the
passion for their clients
and everything they do
centers around their
delivery of insurance good
and proper. They offer
commercial, personal
lines, agricultural and
specialist business clients
a wide range of highly
specialized products which
have been scientifically
modeled to suit their
specific needs. Over the
94 years that they have
been in existence, the
promise to their clients
has never wavered; they
continue to delight them
by delivering excellent
service, sound advice,
the most dependable
cover and the highest
level of claims efficiency
in the industry. They have

always been committed
to an intermediary
business model by
delivering on their promise
of excellence to their
clients. It is for this reason
that Santam was Awarded
Best Commercial and
Corporate Insurer by the
Financial Intermediaries
Association for the past
four years.

UJ ARTS & CULTURE
UJ Arts & Culture produces
and presents worldclass student and
professional arts
programmes aligned
to the UJ vision of an
international university
of choice, anchored
in Africa, dynamically
shaping the future. Venues
include the UJ Arts Centre
located on the Kingsway
Campus comprising
the 436-seater Arts
Centre Theatre, Art Gallery,
dance studios and choir
rooms; the Experimental
Theatre also located on
the Kingsway Campus next
to the Sanlam Auditorium;
the 180-seater Con
Cowan Theatre and dance
studios on the Bunting
Road Campus and cultural

offices on the Soweto
and Doornfontien
Campuses. Venues
also serve as receiving
houses for professional
South African
and international
productions,
concerts, exhibitions,
conferences and
cultural events. For
more information please
visit www.uj.ac.za/arts

SAMRO
FOUNDATION
SAMRO Foundation (NPC)
is the Corporate Social
Investment Portfolio of
the SAMRO Group of
Companies. As a nonprofit company, the
SAMRO Foundation aims
to promote the national
arts through sponsorships
of various kinds, and to
encourage excellence
in the arts through
education, facilitation of
economic participation
in the creative economy,
influencing cultural and
arts policies by means of
research and advocacy as
well as promoting living
cultural heritage. For more
information, please visit
www.samrofoundation.org.za.
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SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
MEETING

DATE

VENUE

IN ATTENDANCE

APOLOGIES

PROJECTS AND
FUNDRAISING
COMMITTEE
MEETING

16/08/2012

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Thandi Swaartbooi, Melissa Goba, Gérard
Robinson, Pieter Jacobs, Deidré Schoeman,
Karabo Legoabe, Jayesperi Moopen, Themi
Venturas, Trish Downing, Bridget Tshidzumba

Mpho Molepo,
Robin Malan

MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
MEETING

16/08/2012

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Pieter Jacobs, Gérard Robinson, Melissa Goba, Joseph
Gaylard, Themi Venturas, Bridget Tshidzumba, Bronwen
Harty, Maseda Ratshikuni, Fernando Moreira

No Apologies

RISK AND AUDIT
COMMITTEE
MEETING

16/08/2012

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Bronwen Harty, Fernando Moreira, Pieter Jacobs, Adrian
van Heerden, Joseph Gaylard, Bridget Tshidzumba

Johan Kruger

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

20/09/2012

Nedbank Head
Office, Sandton

Bridget Tshidzumba, Robin Malan, Deidré Schoeman,
Themi Venturas, Johan Kruger, Pieter Jacobs, Karabo
Legoabe, Bronwen Harty, Gérard Robinson, Jayesperi
Moopen, Neo Kgantsi, Nhlanhla Ngwenya, Maseda
Ratshikuni, Melissa Goba, Fernando Moreira

Mpho Molepo,
Trish Downing

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Thandi Swaartbooi, Bronwen Harty, Themi
Venturas, Johan Kruger, Melissa Goba, Karabo
Legoabe, Joseph Gaylard, Mpho Molepo, Bridget
Tshidzumba, Pieter Jacobs, Trish Downing

Jayesperi Moopen,
Gérard Robinson,
Robin Malan

Athol Fugard

ACT AMBASSADOR
Brenda Sakellarides

STRATEGY
PLANNING

10/11/2012

PROJECTS AND
FUNDRAISING
COMMITTEE
MEETING

19/02/2013

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Robin Malan, Pieter Jacobs, Gérard Robinson, Deidré
Melissa Goba,
Schoeman, Tshire Mahuma, Thandi Swaartbooi, Karabo
Mpho Molepo,
Legoabe, Trish Downing, Themi Venturas, Rahiem Whisgary

MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
MEETING

19/02/2013

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Maseda Ratshikuni, Gérard Robinson, Pieter Jacobs,
Themi Venturas, Melissa Goba, Fernando Moreira,
Bronwen Harty, Karabo Legoabe, Rahiem Whisgary

No Apologies

RISK AND AUDIT
COMMITTEE
MEETING

19/02/2013

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Pieter Jacobs, Bronwen Harty, Johan
Kruger, Rahiem Whisgary

Joseph Gaylard

MEETING OF
THE TRUSTEES

13/03/2013

SAMRO Place
Braamfontein

Pieter Jacobs, Lizl Scholtz, Deidré Schoeman, Gérard
Robinson, Bronwen Harty, Trish Downing, Melissa Goba,
Neo Kgantsi, Nhlanhla Ngwenga, Johan Kruger, Thandi
Swaartbooi, Maseda Ratshikuni, Joseph Gaylard

Robin Malan,
Themi Venturas,
Jayesperi Moopen,
Mpho Molepo
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ACT PATRON

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Melissa Goba (Chairperson)
Maseda Ratshikuni (Deputy Chairperson)
Bronwen Harty
Feizel Mamdoo
Gérard Robinson
Joseph Gaylard
Johan Kruger (Legal Adviser)
Jayesperi Moopen
Mpho Molepo
Robin Malan
Trish Downing
Thandi Swaartbooi
Themi Venturas

MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
Melissa Goba (Chairperson)
Maseda Ratshikuni (Deputy Chairperson)
Gérard Robinson
Joseph Gaylard
Bronwen Harty
Themi Venturas
Pieter Jacobs

PROJECTS & FUNDRAISING
COMMITTEE
Melissa Goba (Chairperson)
Feizel Mamdoo
Gérard Robinson
Johan Kruger (Legal Adviser)
Jayesperi Moopen
Mpho Molepo
Robin Malan
Trish Downing

Thandi Swaartbooi
Themi Venturas
Pieter Jacobs

RISK & AUDIT
COMMITTEE
Joseph Gaylard (Chairperson)
Bronwen Harty
Johan Kruger
Pieter Jacobs

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER
Pieter Jacobs

PROGRAMME
COORDINATORS
Deidré Schoeman
Karabo Legoabe

ADMINISTRATORS
Bridget Tshidzumba
Rahiem Whisgary

REGISTRATION DETAILS
Trust Registration Number: T1553/93
Non-profit Registration Number:
005-227 NPO
PBO Exemption Number:
18/11/13/3166
Income Tax Reference Number:
2107225845

POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 31309
Braamfontein 2017

CONTACT DETAILS
Email: info@act.org.za
Tel: 011 712 8403
Fax: 086 629 2233
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